CERT Polska

Team Update
Some history

- 1996 – establishing CERT NASK
  - Visit to DFN-CERT to learn best practices

- 1997 – joining FIRST (sponsored by DFN-CERT)

- 2000 – extending the formula of our IRT
  - new roadmap to introduce new project for polish constituency
  - Changing the name to CERT Polska

- 2001 – joining TERENA TF CSIRT

- 2002 – Trusted Introducer Accredited Team
CERT Polska within NASK

- Incident Handling Team (3)
- Forensics „Team” (1)
- Security Projects Team (3)
- Illegal Content Hotline (3)
CERT Polska activities

- Incident handling (constituency: .pl)
- Security projects
- National cooperation
- Awareness building
  - Annual SECURE conference
  - Trainings
  - Contacts with media
  - www.cert.pl
International activities

- Team established

- FIRST (Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams)
  http://www.first.org/

- TERENA TF-CSIRT (Trans European Research and Academic Networks Association – Task Force Computer Security Incident Response Teams)
  http://www.terena.nl/tech/task-forces/tf-csirt/

- Trusted Introducer (Accredited Team)
  http://www.ti.terena.nl/
Security projects, initiatives

- **ARAKIS** (Distributed Internet Based Early Warning System)
- **HONEYSPIDER** (joint project with GOVCERT.NL and SURFnet-CERT)
- **WOMBAT** (European 7th Framework Programme Project)
Security projects, initiatives

- **SPOTSPAM** (SIAP project together with German eco Association)
- **CLOSER** (establishing and coaching new CSIRT teams in CEE region)
- **ABUSE-FORUM** (cooperation between Polish security teams – ISP representatives)
Thank you.
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